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Strike a pose for the
city’s top fashion fest

Celebrating its tenth anniversary in exquisite style, Fashion
Week sashays into town amid a flurry of air kisses and champagne,
bringing the Netherlands’ most innovative designers with it.

BAS KOSTERS, AFW S13

text Claire van den Berg

A
MERCEDES-BENZ FASHION
WEEK AMSTERDAM
17-27 January, various locations
www.fashionweek.nl
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few decades ago, uncharitable fashionistas
dubbed the Netherlands a sartorial wasteland.
Driven by a characteristic
practicality – think: cobbles,
perpetual rain and bike-riding – the average Amsterdammer seemed outfitted for
whatever the grey skies could
throw at them, but rarely for
aesthetic considerations. The
arrival of Amsterdam Fashion
Week (AFW) on the scene in
2004 changed all that.
What started as a local event
with a handful of largely unknown designers has expanded into a plenteous platform
for Dutch fashion talent,
showcasing collections of over

30 designers twice a year.
With a brimming schedule
of catwalk shows, pop-ups
downtown, presentations, lectures, a bazaar and parties,
AFW brings together the best
and brightest of Dutch fashion to cumulatively stimulate the growth of the industry. To support young talent
(of which there is much; see
right) the innovative FASHION Lab programme offers
promising designers the use
of a wide range of amenities
to professionally equip them
for an international career.
The aim of Amsterdam Fashion Week has always been to
strengthen Amsterdam as an
international fashion capital,

and in one respect this has already happened: this season
marks the sponsorship debut
of Mercedes-Benz – which
also underwrites the shows
of fashion heavyweights New
York, Paris and Milan.
According to general director
Rob Zomer, Dutch fashion
is currently at the forefront
of contemporary avant-garde design. ‘The diversity and
cultural innovation in fashion
in the Netherlands is huge,’ he
says. ‘There is such an abundance of creative talent. Our
highly proficient fashion institutions and education system have really helped this
development. And I think
the Dutch tradition of free
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holland’s
got young
talent
Mattijs van Bergen

Winde Rienstra

MaryMe-Jimmy Paul

MATTIJS VAN BERGEN
One of the much-anticipated
events this season is the new
collection by Mattijs van Bergen.
Since his graduation from the
prestigious Central Saint Martins
college in London, he has
worked in the ateliers of Viktor &
Rolf and Giles Deacon. He’s
received several international
awards as well as a grant of
€25,000. With his sensitive eye
and love for fabric and form, he’s
celebrated for his curvaceous,
colourful and freshly feminine
designs. Structured but never
over-the-top experimental, Van
Bergen’s pieces are subtle works
of art.

DARYL VAN WOUW

IRIS VAN HERPEN, AFW S11

WINDE RIENSTRA

thought has also been influential in shaping this fashion-forward mentality.’
Zomer’s optimism is certainly borne out by the list of
Dutch designers who have
showed their work at Amsterdam Fashion Week over the
past decade. Internationally acclaimed designers such
as Jan Taminiau and Iris van
Herpen, noted for their lavish
couture creations, both debuted their collections here.
As did Bas Kosters, whose
extravagant graphic designs
always bring an eye-popping
riot of colour to the runway.
Tony Cohen’s feminine, luxurious clothes have also graced
Dutch catwalks, alongside
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those of Claes Iversen, Daryl
van Wouw and the designs
of more commercial brands
such as Claudia Sträter and
Muchachomalo.
With the international exposure that it brings, Amsterdam Fashion Week can well
serve as a kick-start to a thriving, international business.
And while it’s true that fledgling talent often uses AFW
as a springboard to go elsewhere, who wouldn’t want to
be in the audience when the
next Iris van Herpen debuts?
And you quite possibly could
be. Unlike fashion weeks in
London, Paris and New York
– and true to the egalitarian
Dutch spirit – the Amsterdam

edition is not an invite-only
affair. Tickets are available for
a limited number of catwalk
shows, and for those who
miss out, all shows can be
viewed live through the Amsterdam Fashion Week app.
The free and publicly accessible Downtown programme,
meanwhile, opens the event
up to all fashion enthusiasts.
Organised in collaboration
with local museums, galleries,
clubs and shops, past editions
have included street-style
catwalk shows, parties, shop
launches, film screenings,
fashion talks and exhibitions.
Without a doubt, Dutch fashion is in the ascendancy.

Since 2010 Winde Rienstra has
had her own fashion label.
Rienstra is an expert in designing
‘slow fashion’, representing all
things sartorial in an ecoconscious and ethical way. By
using traditional manufacturing
techniques, she takes time to
ensure quality production. Her
outfits radiate creativity and
craftsmanship and are, besides
fully hand-made, designed with a
meticulous composition of
materials. Seeking the beauty of
essentials, she gets her
inspiration from architecture, art
and nature. During the last two
editions of Amsterdam Fashion
Week, Rienstra was a clear
favourite with the audience.

MARYME-JIMMY PAUL
Constantly pushing the
boundaries of shape, texture and
colour, designer duo MaryMeJimmy Paul never fail to surprise.
With their pop-inspired sculptural
works, they have exhibited
alongside Maison Martin Margiela
and Prada and their creations
have appeared in Vogue and i-D
magazine. Creating an eclectic
mixture of art, architecture and
fashion, their clothes are all about
the brightest of colours:
strawberry red, fuchsia, neon
orange and fluorescent green,
leading the audience into a
kaleidoscopic fantasy world.
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